The goal of this paper is to tabulate all genus one prime virtual knots having diagrams with ≤ 5 classical crossings. First we construct all nonlocal prime knots in the thickened torus T × I which have diagrams with ≤ 5 crossings and admit no destabilizations. Then we use a generalized version of the Kauffman polynomial to prove that all those knots are different. Finally, we convert the knot diagrams in T thus obtained into virtual knot diagrams in the plane.
Introduction
Virtual knot theory was developed by L. Kauffman in 1996, see [1] . This theory is close to the theory of knots in thickened surfaces, i.e., in manifolds of type S × I, where S is a closed orientable surface and I is the interval [0, 1] . We tabulate all prime knots in the thickened torus T × I which have diagrams with ≤ 5 crossings and admit no destabilizations. According to G. Kuperberg's theorem [2] , this is equivalent to the tabulation of prime genus one virtual knots having diagrams with ≤ 5 classical crossings. See [3 -7] for tabulation of knots and tangle projections in different 3-manifolds, and [8] for a table of virtual knots. See also [9] for the prime decomposition theorem for virtual knots.
Let us describe the main ideas of the tabulation of prime knots in T × I. We do this in three steps. First we compose a table of knot projections in T such that any prime knot in T × I having a minimal diagram with m ≤ 5 crossings admits at least one projection which has m vertices and is contained in the table. To this end we use a kind of the second Reidemeister move called biangle face addition, see At the second step we convert each projections into the set of corresponding knot diagrams by supplying each vertex with an overpass-underpass indication. Of course, we reject all duplicates and non-prime knots.
Then we prove that the list of knots thus obtained contains no duplicates. We do that by calculating their generalized Kauffman polynomials. Fortunately, all of them turned out to be distinct.
At last, we convert the knot diagrams in T thus obtained into virtual knot diagrams in the plane.
Main Result
Recall that a virtual knot is an equivalence class of virtual knot diagrams modulo generalized Reidemeister moves. Virtual knots can also be defined as equivalence classes of knots in thickened surfaces up to homeomorphisms, stabilizations, and destabilizations. See [1, 10] . The genus of a virtual knot k is the minimal genus of a surface S such that K is situated in S × I.
We consider genus one virtual knots, i.e., knots in T × I such that they admit no destabilizations. Knots in T × I, as well as classical knots, can be represented by projections and diagrams. By a projection we mean a regular graph G ⊂ T of degree 4 such that the "straight ahead" rule determines a cycle composed of all the edges of G. This cycle can be converted into a knot diagram by breaking it in each crossing point to show which strand is going over the other with respect to the coordinate function on I. Two projections G, G ′ are called equivalent if the pairs (T, G), (T ′ , G ′ ) are homeomorphic. The diagram equivalence has the same meaning. We also allow simultaneous crossing changes at all crossings, which corresponds to homeomorphism h : T × I → T × I induced by the nontrivial symmetry φ : I → I. Definition 2.1. A diagram of a knot K ⊂ T × I is called minimal if its complexity (the number of crossings) is not more than the complexity of every diagram of every knot equivalent to K. A projection G ⊂ T is minimal if at least one of the corresponding knot diagrams is minimal. Definition 2.2. We say that a knot K ⊂ T × I is composite if at least one of the following holds:
• K is a connected sum of a nontrivial (i.e., not bounding a disc) knot in T × I and a nontrivial knot in S 3 .
• K is a nontrivial circular connected sum of two knots in T × I, see [10, 11] . This means that there exist two disjoint essential annuli in T × I, which decompose T × I into two copies of the standard thickened annulus A × • There is a disc D ⊂ T such that ∂D ∩ G crosses the edges of G transversely at two points and the intersection G ∩ D contain a vertices of G.
• For any two disjoint nontrivial circles in T such that each crosses the edges of G transversely at one point both annuli into which the circles decompose T contains a vertex of G.
It is easy to see that all diagrams corresponding to composite projections can determine only composite knots.
Definition 2.4.
We say that a knot K ⊂ T × I is prime if it is noncomposite and admits no destabilization. A projection (or a diagram) is prime if it corresponds to some prime knot in T × I.
It is convenient to think of T as a square with identified opposite sides. So we will represent projections and diagrams of knots in T × I by collections of proper arcs in squares such that the identifications of opposite sides respect the endpoints of the arcs. We say that a virtual knot is composite if it can be represented as the connected sum of two nontrivial virtual knots. See [10] for the definition of the connected sum of virtual knots. Nontrivial virtual knots that are not composite are called prime.
It follows from the Kuperberg theorem [2] that there is a natural bijection between genus one virtual knots and knots in T × I admitting no destabilization. This bijection respects connected summations. Therefore, the following theorem, which we consider as the main result of this paper, is equivalent to Theorem 2.5. Proof. Let G n be a degree 4 regular graph having n ≤ 5 vertices. We claim that if G n differs from the graph k (which is a complete graph with 5 vertices), then G n has either a loop or a multiple edge. Indeed, if G n has no loops and multiple edges then G n embeds into the complete graph K n with n vertices. Since G n and K n have 2n and n(n − 1)/2 edges respectively, we get the inequality 2n ≤ n(n − 1)/2. For n ≤ 5 this inequality holds only for n = 5, when G n = k. It follows that all other degree 4 regular graphs with n ≤ 5 vertices and no loops can be obtained from a circle by a few (in fact, ≤ 4) operations of the following two types: 1) addition of a loop, and 2) addition of a multiple edge. Performing these operations and removing duplicates, we get graphs a -j in Fig. 1 . We decompose the proof into several steps. STEP 1. Let G be a projection of type a, see Fig. 1 . Then G can be represented as the union of two circles having two intersection points such that exactly one of them is transverse. Let l 1 , l 2 be small arcs of the circles containing the nontransverse intersection point. Remove this point by the operation shown in Fig. 3 . The dashed line α shows how to perform the inverse operation. We get a pair of circles which have only one transverse intersection point and thus can be considered as a meridian-longitude pair for T . Since the complement to the circles is a disc, there is only one way of restoring G. Applying this operation to the standard meridian-longitude pair for T , we get a unique prime projection 2 1 of type a. STEP 2. Let us prove that there are no prime projections of types d, h, i. Indeed, any projection G ⊂ T of types d, h, or i has a triple edge E, i.e., two vertices v 1 , v 2 joined by three edges. Let us join v 1 , v 2 by a simple path l ⊂ G composed of two or three edges of G. We get a regular graph
Note that the union of the first and last edges of l separates G. It follows that G ′ is a projection, which is equivalent to 2 1 and thus has the complement consisting of two discs. It remains to verify that there are no way to insert the remaining edges of G into those discs so as to get a prime projection. that any two of them have a common point. Suppose that the intersection point of two circles is transverse. Then they form a meridian-longitude pair of T . Since the complement to the circles is a disc, there is only one way of restoring G by adding the third circle. Applying such addition to the standard meridian-longitude pair for T , we get a unique prime projection 3 1 of type b. STEP 3.1. Now we suppose that all intersection points of the circles are not transverse. Just as in STEP 1 we replace all of them by dashed arcs as shown in Fig. 3 . We get a cyclically ordered collection of three disjoint circles in T such that each circle is joined with the next one by a dashed line. The lines are also disjoint. If we contract them to points, we recover G. Denote by t the number of trivial circles among the above three. It is easy to see that if t = 1 then G is equivalent to the projection 3 2 . In all other cases we get either a non-prime projection (if t = 3) or projections of links (if t = 0 or t = 2). STEP 4. In order to classify prime knot projections in T with 4 and 5 vertices, we shall use the following method. Suppose that a knot projection G with n vertices has two disjoint biangle faces. Let us remove each of them by performing a kind of the second Reidemeister move, which is shown in Fig. 4 and is denoted L. We get a projection G ′ , which has n − 4 vertices and is equippped with two disjont dotted arcs α 1 , α 2 connecting the corresponding edges of G ′ . Of course, G can be obtained from G ′ by performing the inverse moves L −1 along l 1 and along l 2 . If G is prime, we call the arcs α 1 , α 2 appropriate.
In order to obtain all prime projections with n vertices admitting two disjoint biangle faces, it suffices to do the following:
(1) Enumerate all projections with n − 4 vertices; (2) For each projection find out all appropriate pairs of dotted arcs. (3) For each pair of appropriate dotted arcs construct the corresponding projection by performing L −1 along these arcs.
Since the arcs are appropriate, they must possess the following properties:
• The union of G ′ and the dotted arcs decomposes T into discs. Otherwise G would be reducible. • If G ′ has a loop, then this loop must contain an endpoint of the dotted arc. Otherwise the loop would survive by restoring G.
The same method works for constructing projections which possess only one biangle face or two biangle faces having a common vertex. The difference is that in this case we use only one move L, which decreases the number of vertices by 2. Also, if G ′ has a biangle face, then the boundary of this face must contain an endpoint of the dotted arc. Otherwise G would have two biangle faces: the biangle face of G ′ and the biangle face appearing by performing G. STEP 4.1. Let G be a projection of types c or e. Suppose G has two disjoint biangle faces. Let us remove them by two moves L. We get a projection G ′ , which has no vertices and thus is a circle in T . We get also a pair of disjoin dotted arcs responsible for recovering G. If G ′ is trivial in T , then up to equivalence relation generated by homeomorphisms (T,
, there is only one pair of dotted arcs producing a prime projection, which is 4 4 . In the case when G ′ is nontrivial, there are two nonequivalent appropriate pairs of dotted arcs producing projections 4 1 and 4 2 . See the first 3 squares in Fig. 5 for the dotted arcs and Fig. 2 for the corresponding projections. STEP 4.2. Suppose that G has a biangle face but does not have two disjoint biangle faces. Removing that biangle face, we get a projection G ′ with 2 vertices and one dotted arc. There are two regular graphs with 2 vertices: the graph b and the nonclosed chain of 3 circles, which we denote c 3 .
Let us consider the first case. According to STEP 1, there is only one projection of type b. Let us call a dotted arc joining two points inside edges of G ′ appropriate if it produces a prime projection without disjoint biangle faces. Note that any dotted arc must lie in a face of G ′ . Moreover, at least one end of some appropriate dotted arc must lie in a boundary edge of the biangle face of G ′ (otherwise G would have two disjoint biangle faces). Considering all possible positions of appropriate dotted arcs inside the faces (see the last 3 squares in Fig. 5 ), we get the projections 4 3 , 4 6 ,4 8 shown in Fig. 2 . STEP 4.3. Now suppose that G ′ is a nonclosed chain of 3 circles. Both intersection points of the circles are nontransverse, because otherwise G ′ would be a projection of a link. Let us remove these points as shown in Fig. 3 . We get 3 disjoint circles joined by two dashed lines. The circles cannot be nested. Up to homeomorhisms T → T , there are exactly 7 mutual positions of circles und dashed lines. See Fig. 6 for the corresponding projections. The first 4 admit no appropriate dotted arc. Each of the remaining 3 projections has exactly one appropriate dotted arc. In this way we get projections 4 2 , 4 7 , 4 9 , see Fig. 2 . Suppose that G ′ is of type a 1 , i.e., a chain of 4 circles. Each circle is either trivial in T or not. Denote by t the number of trivial circles. We cannot have t > 2, since each circle must contain an endpoint of the dotted arc. For each value of t from 2 to 0 there is only one projection of type a 1 admitting an appropriate dotted arc, and this arc is unique. Performing the move L −1 , we get the projections 5 22 , 5 27 , 5 32 .
Suppose G ′ is of type a 2 . Then G ′ can be obtained from the projection 2 1 (see Fig. 1 ) by adding a trivial loop. There are 3 cases.
(1) The loop is placed in the biangle face of G ′ . Denote this face F . Then there is only one appropriate dotted line, which produces the projection 5 20 .
(2) The loop lies outside F but its vertex is in ∂F . Then there are 3 appropriate dotted arcs. They determine the projections 5 21 , 5 23 , 5 30 . (3) The loop lies outside F and its vertex is not in ∂F . In this way we get 2 appropriate dotted arcs and 2 corresponding projections 5 24 , 5 25 . See Fig. 9 for the appropriate dotted arcs and Fig. 4 for the corresponding projections. Let G ′ be of type b. It consists of 3 circles such that any two of them have a common point. Suppose that the intersection point of two circles is transverse. Then just as in STEP 3 one can show that G ′ is equivalent to the projection 3 1 . There are 4 inequivalent ways to draw a dotted arc, but only 3 of them determine inequivalent projections, which are 5 10 , 5 26 , 5 28 . Now we suppose that all intersection points of the circles are not transverse. Just as in STEP 1 we replace all of them by dashed lines as shown in Fig. 3 . We get a cyclically ordered collection of three disjoint circles in T such that each circle is joined with the next one by a dashed line. The lines are also disjoint. If we contract them to points, we recover G. Denote by t the number of trivial circles among the above three. It is easy to see that if t = 1 then G is equivalent to the projection 3 2 in Fig. 2 . There are 4 appropriate dotted arcs. They determine 3 new projections 5 31 , 5 18 , 5 29 , and the projection 5 2 , which appeared earlier.
In all other cases we get either a nonprime projection (if t = 3) or projections of links (if t = 0 and t = 2). See Fig. 9 . 0) or (4, 2) , because otherwise G would either admit a destabilization or be a projection of a link. In the case (m, n) = (5, 1) we get the prime projection 5 34 , see Fig. 2 . STEP 6. Now we consider a prime projection G of type k, see Fig. 1 . Note that G has 5 faces and that the total number of angles of faces of G is 20. Taking into account that G has no biangle faces, one can easily show that G has either a quadrilateral face Q or at least three triangle faces. STEP 6.1. Suppose that G has a quadrilateral face Q. Then Q and two edges x, y joining the opposite vertices of Q form a kind of a meridian-longitude pair of T , see Fig. 10 to the left. Thus the complement to x∪y ∪Q in T is a disk containing the STEP 6.2. Now suppose that G has 3 triangle faces. It is easy to verify that for any three triangle cycles in the complete graph k on 5 vertices at least two of them have a common edge. It follows that there are two triangle faces of G having a common edge. Their union Q 1 is a quadrilateral in T . Denote its vertices by A, B, C, D such that (AC) is the common edge of those faces. Let v be the remaining vertex of G. Then the union µ of the edges (vA, AC, Cv) of G and the union λ of the edges (AB), (BD), (DA) of G form a meridian-longitude pair of T . The remaining two edges (vB) and (vD) must approach to µ from the same side and to λ from the different sides, because otherwise G would be a projection of a link. The only way to get a projection of a knot is shown in Fig. 11 . This projection has a quadrilateral face (shaded). According to Step 6.1, it is equivalent to the projection 5 33 . Let us prove that these projections are indeed different. We shall say that an edge e of a projection G has type (3, 3) or (3, 4) if it is a common edge either of two triangle faces of G or of a triangle and a quadrilateral faces of G respectively.
• The projections 5 8 
How to prove Theorems 2.5 and 2.6?
We prove these theorems as follows. First we list all minimal diagrams of knots in T having projections shown in Fig. 2 . Then we contsruct plane diagrams of the corresponding virtual knots. At last we prove that all knots thus obtained are different.
Enumeration of Diagrams in T
Let P be one of the projections listed in Fig. 2 . We can recover all corresponding diagrams by indicating the types of the crossings of P in all 2 n possible ways, where n is the number of vertices of P . However one can essentially reduce this procedure by using the following ideas.
• The simultaneous crossing changes at all crossings convert any diagram to an equivalent one. Therefore, for any projection with n vertices it suffices to consider only 2 n−1 possibilities.
• Let a fragment F of P be of types A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , or A 4 , see Fig. 12 . One may think of it as the union of transverse arcs. After indicating crossing point the arcs become the arcs of the corresponding knot diagram. It is easy to see that each of them must be alternating, i.e. overcrossings must alternate with undercrossings as we go along the arc. Indeed, nonalternating diagrams of types A 1 − A 4 admit simplifications as shown for the fragment A 3 . It follows that each A i can be converted into a fragment of the corresponding knot diagram only in two ways. Implementation of the above made it possible to reduce the construction of the diagrams to reasonable size. The resulting table is shown in Fig. 15 . 
Construction of plane Diagrams of virtual knots
There are two equivalent definitions of virtual knots [1, 10] of Ω 3 . In Fig. 13 we also show two useful combinations of those moves. Applying this procedure to all knots in Fig. 15 , we get the table of the corresponding virtual diagrams, see Fig. 16. 
How to prove that the above knots are different?
In order to prove the knots are different we use the generalized Kauffman polynomial, which is slightly different from the usual normalized Kauffman bracket [12] . The exact formula is the following: 
